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TUTORIAL - WinGeol Lamination Tool   
 
M. Meyer & R. Faber 
Nov. 2006 
 
 
This tutorial describes the workflow within the WinGeol Lamination Tool and provides 
a detailed guidance in addition to the general description of the software tool given in 
Meyer et al. (2006: The WinGeol Lamination Tool: new software for rapid, semi-
automated analysis of laminated climate archives, The Holocene, 16, 5, pp. 753-
761).  
 
The following chapters focus on the single steps and commands and the particular 
workflow to retrieve lamina-data (absolute number of laminae, real-laminae 
thickness, semi-laminae thickness, RGB or grayscale profiles) from digital sample 
images. Important notes and advices are marked bold, menus, commands and the 
workflow itself are written cursive.  
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(1) STARTING A LAMINATION PROJECT  
 
A lamination project consists of several elements which are generated or specified in 
the course of the lamination analysis, like:  

• different layers (e.g. grid, vector and text layers) 
• elements (e.g. polylines, lamina boundaries) 
• settings (e.g. zoom factor, distance step, cell size, floating point accuracy)  

 
This chapter provides some basic rules and suggestions for starting and structuring a 
new lamination project. Some of the following recommendations (marked bold) and 
their succession (step 1 – 6) are regarded as mandatory in order to provide a smooth 
workflow. Figure 1 describes the workspace of the WinGeol Lamination Tool in detail.  
 
 
 

main menus

left / right tab bar 

polyline  
(on vec layer)  

jpg 
(on grid layer)  

layer tree 
window  

layer tree 
options  

additional  
functions  
in lower left 
corner of 2D 
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A 
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Figure 1: workspace of the WinGeol Lamination Tool. A: The 2d workspace. B: The profile view window.  
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In Windows Explorer:  create a new folder for the lamination project  
 
 
In the WinGeol Lamination Tool:  
 
1) Load grid data (jpg or bmp): main menu Layer  load 
 
 
2) Set the floating point accuracy: main menu Project  global settings  set 
floating point accuracy.  
The floating point accuracy defines the number of decimal places the Lamination 
Tool works with. The standard value is 3.  
 
 
3) Set the scale for the grid layer by defining a proper cell size (pixel size): main 
menu Grid  tools  set cell size.  
Your sample image should include a scale bar (e.g. 1mm)  measure the number of 
pixels for this unit distance via the distance button (e.g. 246 pixel = 1mm)  calculate 
the size of one pixel (e.g. 1pixel = 0.004065mm)  you can now define the scale in 
your image by setting the cell size (e.g. scale in mm: cell size = 0.004065 // scale in 
microns: cell size = 4.065). 
 
 
4) Save whole project + jpg with new cell size into the new folder created 
above.   
Now the new cell size is adapted to the project file! Do not digitize on a vector layer 
prior to step 4 because the cell size for a vector layer (and thus the scale of the 
vector layer) cannot be changed. Changing the cell size of a grid layer will not 
change the cell size of the vector layer and thus produce a mismatch between the 
position of the grid and the vector layer, respectively.  
 
 
5) Generate a vector layer upon which digitizing and vector operations are 
performed: main menu Layer  new   
 
 
6) About saving a project: To save the work done in the Lamination Tool use in the 
main menu Project  save. You’ll be asked to either a) save all or b) save only the 
project file:  
 
a)  save all: the project file (_.prj), the jpgs or bmps (_.jpg, _.bmp), the header files 

(.hdr) and all different kinds of vector layers (vec, lam, recalc layers = _.vec) will 
be saved. Use this option if you save a new project for the first time. With the save 
all function you can save changes for different layers selectively: For identical 
layers with the same name you will be asked if you want to overwrite this layer. 
Choose YES to save changes for this layer. Choose NO if you do not want to 
save changes for this layer.  

b)  save project file: only the project file will be saved – data modifications stay 
unsaved. New vector layers and changes on existing layers stay unsaved. The 
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project file comprises e.g. list of layers, the zoom factor, distance step, zoom 
position etc… 

 
 
(2) HANDLING LAYERS AND LAYER SETTINGS - THE LAYER 

TREE WINDOW  
 
Data in the WinGeol Lamination Tool are stored on different layers (details see Meyer 
et al. 2006) and can be managed via the layer tree view. The layer tree view is visible 
as a separate window left side in the 2d workspace (Figure 1). In order to modify the 
layer-status select the layer by clicking on it (left mouse click). The layer is marked as 
selected via a black dot. Staying with the curser on the selected layer the window for 
the layer tree options opens by a right mouse click (Figure 1).  
 
The layer tree options menu comprises (Figure 1):  
 

1) on / off: visibility of layer in 2d workspace 
2) profile on / off: visibility of profile (displayed in the profile window) 
3) “set active”: the layer is active = the pre-condition to digitize on a 

layer or to modify the elements of the layer. A layer with the layer-
status active reveals a square filled green.  

4) “read out”: no further importance for the lamination analysis 
Note: A layer with the layer-status “active” + “read out” reveals a 
square filled red. Whereas a layer with the layer-status “active” + 
“read out” + “visibility off” reveals a red square filled white.   

5) move up: layer is moved up one level  
6) move down: layer is moved down one level  
7) front: layer moved in front of all other layers 
8) back: layer moved behind all other layers  
9) save: layers can be saved individually. Note: The final result of the 

lamina analysis is a layer which contains the re-adjusted laminae 
boundaries (= a vector layer indexed “Recalc_…”). Using the save 
function of the layer tree options the layer can be saved as an ASCII 
file.  

10) Delete: layer will be deleted. Note: In the WinGeol lamination tool an 
undelete function is implemented for vector operations only (right tab bar: 
Vector  undelete) and deleting layers is thus for ever.  

 
A double click on the selected layer with the left mouse button opens the layer 
settings window (Figure 2). You can:  
 
a)  rename the layer here 
b)  adjust the color of the layer to your needs – use update view to get a preview 
c)  vector layers: set the width of the vectors (under style / width) 
d)  grid layers: use “element color” setting if the colors are so as you need them if you 

want to change the contrast switch to the “dynamic color” option 
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(3) DIGITIZING A POLYLINE FOR SUBSEQUENT LAMINATION 

ANALYSIS 
 
A polyline has to be digitized manually and data, no-data and link segments can be 
specified by the operator (Fig. 3). The find lamina boundary algorithm will run along 
the data segments only. Digitizing a polyline: right tab bar: Lamina  digitize polyline  
 
For finishing a polyline press the space bar and digitize a new polyline 
thereafter. 
 
To modify or manipulating a polyline the following tools are available:  
right tab bar: Lamina:  
 
a) append polyline  
b) delete polyline  
c) move node  
d) add node  
e) delete node 
 
More vector operations and an undelete function are found in the right tab bar: Vector 
Edit  

Figure 2: The Layer Settings pops up via a double click in the layer tree window on the 
particular layer. (details see text).  
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The polyline you want to modify has to be selected. Select the polyline by 
choosing the select-button and clicking on the polyline: right tab bar: Lamina  select 
OR in the lower left corner of the 2D workspace  select. The selected polyline will 
be highlighted and the nodes become visible.     
 
For specifying the segment types of the polyline use the right tab bar: Lamina  
segment type 
 
a) data segment = segment of a polyline used for lamina detection algorithm (Fig. 3).  
b) link segment = segment of a polyline which links e.g. two data segments to each 

other. 
c) no-data segment = part of the lamination sample where lamination is not visible, 

indiscernible or simply absent 
 
The color of each segment type can be specified by the user via the right tab bar: 
Lamina – click on the buttons “Data”, “Link” or  “NoDt”. 
 
Figure 3 shows an example of how data-, link – and no data segments can be used 
to navigate through a laminated speleothem sample. Specifying the segment types of 
a polyline can only be accomplished on a digitized and finished polyline.  
 
Pay attention that: 

1)  The data segments are digitized perpendicular to the lamination.  
 
2)  The first and the last node of each data segment must be placed on a 

lamina boundary and must be placed e.g. always on top of a high- or 
on top of a low semi-lamina (Figure 3 & 5).  

 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Figure 3: A grid layer (jpg) with two manually digitized polylines. The sample images have been stitched and 
show a laminated speleothem under the transmission microscope (TM) and under the epifluorescence 
microscope (UV). The polyline in the UV image consists of data-, no-data- and link segments. The fb-algorithm 
has been executed along this polyline and the suggested lamina boundaries are displayed as red and green 
nodes. The polyline in the TM image is unselected and thus nodes and segment types are not discernible. 
Start and end points (nodes) of the data segments have been placed on lamina boundaries (here always on 
top of high semi-laminas).   

TM 

UV data segment 
no-data 
segment

first/last node of data segment placed on 
identical lamina boundaries (e.g. always 
top of high semi-lamina)

link 

first/last node of data segment 
placed on lamina boundary
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! The proper succession of light and dark semi-laminae after adjusting the 
laminae boundaries must be ensured by the operator. Especially after no-data 
segments the proper succession must be maintained (Fig. 5).  
 
Example (H= high or bright semi-lamina, L = low or dark semi-lamina):  
HLHL – link– HLHL – no data – HLHL etc..  proper succsession 
HLHL – link– LHLH – no data – HLHL etc..   incorrect succession 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 5: An example of a proper succession of bright and dark semi-laminae. Growth direction is from 
right to left, data segments have been digitized from left to right (depths are thus distance from top 
measures). Each data segment is composed of a sequence of high and low semi-laminae (HLHL 
etc…). Each semi-laminae is bounded by nodes (= lamina boundaries, yellow dots). High semi-
laminae (H) are characterized by a high RGB values (and thus appear bright) whereas low semi-
laminae (L) are characterized by low RGB values (dark).  The subsequent HLHL -sequence has to be 
checked for correctness prior to the ASCII export. A single HL – segment constitutes one “real lamina” 
or dark-white couplet and may thus represent one year of calcite precipitation (in case of 
speleothems).  
 
 
In Figure 5 the data segment 1 comprises 9 nodes (0 to 8) and thus spans 4 real 
laminae. The data segment 2 comprises 11 nodes (9 to 19) and thus spans 5 real 
laminae. Note that the running node number (numbers above yellow dots in Fig. 5) 
starts with 0. The absolute node number for each data segment is thus given by: (last 
node number minus first node number) + 1 (e.g. data segment 2 contains 11 nodes:  
(19 – 9) + 1) = 11). The number of real laminae along an individual data segment is 
calculated by: (last running-number of the data segment minus first running-number 
of the data segment) divided by 2. During the digitizing process a correct HLHL- 
sequence has to be maintained and can be checked by looking at the node 
numbering.   
 
The node numbers for a paticular vector layer can be displayed via the following 
workflow: left tab bar: Settings 1   Node numbers  load vector layer.  
To switch the node numbers off again simply repeat this steps.  
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See chapter 7 for how to control the correctness of the whole lamination-sequence 
after the ASCII export.  
 
 
(4) THE PROFILE VIEW WINDOW 

 
You can examine the RGB or grayscale curve obtained along this polyline: select the 
polyline  open the profile view window (profile button left hand side of the left tab 
bar).  
 
Nodes along the polyline are displayed as vertical bars in the profile view window.  
 
You can link the profile view window to the 2d workspace and thus by zooming and 
moving along the polyline in the 2D workspace the detail of the RGB curve follows 
simultaneously in the profile-view window. To link the profile view window to the 2d 
workspace choose: right tab bar:  Profile  link 2d to profile view.  
 
The functions in the profile tab bar (right tab bar: Profile) all affect the RGB or 
grayscale curve displayed in the profile view window:   

a) The auto-scale function adjusts the z-position of the RGB or grayscale profile 
automatically (auto-scale = on by default).  

b) Condense: zooming out   
c) Stretch: zooming in    
d) Profile base: changes the z-position of the RGB or grayscale curve 
e) Black up/down arrows: manual z-scaling (works only if autoscaling =  off)  
f) Reset profile:  displays full profile  

 
 
 
(5) EVALUATING THE FIND BOUNDARY PARAMETERS  
 
The proper input parameters (“minimum feature width”, “minimum feature depth”) for 
running the find boundary algorithm (fb-algorithm) can be directly measured from the 
RGB curve in the profile-view window using the cursor. The data fields at the base of 
the profile view window provide the X value / Y value / Z value (RGB or greyscale 
values; 0 = white, 255 = black) / distance from origin. 
 
Alternatively, these values can be determined via the evaluation process whereby the 
steps of the fb-algorithm are inversely applied: the operator digitizes a short polyline 
placing a node on each lamina boundary (Figure 3) and the evaluate function 
calculates the minimum and the average feature width and depth from the RGB curve 
for which the lamina boundaries were defined.  
 
Digitize a short test-polyline in the vicinity of a data segment of your main polyline 
and place a node on each lamina boundary (Figure 3): right tab bar: Lamina  
digitize polyline 
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Run the evaluate function along this test-polyline. Ensure that the layer is visible and 
active (see chapter 2) and that the test-polyline is selected (right tab bar: Lamina  
select  click on test-polyline). Apply the evaluate function to this test-polyline: right 
tab bar: Lamina  evaluate. You are prompted to specify the vector layer upon which 
the test-polyline is digitized and the band and buffer size you want to use for the 
evaluation. The minimum and the average feature width and depth are calculated 
and you can select which of these values you want to use for the subsequent lamina 
detection process. These values can be modified with hindsight during the lamina 
detection process.  
 
 
 
 
  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
(6)  RUNNING THE FIND BOUNDARY ALGORITHM, ADJUSTING 

LAMINAE BOUNDARIES AND RECALCULATE 
 
In order to run the fb-algorithm along the manually digitized polyline several 
parameters have to be specified by the operator: The detection parameters 
“minimum feature width” (mfw), “minimum feature depth” (mfd) and the selection of a 
color band (R, G, B or RGB) are mandatory, whereas the tuning parameters are 
optional (for details see Meyer et al., 2005).  
 
The polyline along which the fb-algorithm should run has to be selected and 
the corresponding vector layer must be visible and active. If no polyline is 
selected on the specified vector layer the first polyline which has been digitized will 
be used by default.  
 
To run the fb-algorithm choose: right tab bar: Lamina  find boundaries. You are 
prompted to specify the vector layer upon which the polyline is digitized. The set 

Figure 4: A test-polyline next to a data segment has been digitized in the vicinity of 
the main polyline. The evaluate function is executed along this test polyline to obtain 
fb-parameters “minimum feature width” and “minimum feature depth”.   

nodes placed manually 
on each lamina 
boundarytest-polyline 

main-polyline 
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parameter dialog box appears. Key in the mfw and mfd values or use the evaluated 
mfw and mfd values displayed right hand side of the mfw and mfd data fields. Set the 
additional tuning parameters (area, nois-reduction, smoothing, and buffer) as 
necessary. Choose the Band which should be used for the fb-calculation. By default 
RGB will be used which is a curve derived from averaging all three color bands.  
 
 
Details about the tuning parameter “use area”: This function calculates the 

surface area for each RGB feature to determine lamina boundaries rather than 
filtering by fixed mfw and mfd values. With the “use area” function deactivated the 
curve will be filtered for features greater than the values of the values of the mfw 
& the mfd. Features below this threshold are eliminated from further calculation. 
Two separate calculations are offered for determining the area of an RGB feature:  

 
 1) The Use Area – line integral: compares the surface area of RGB features as 

derived from their line-integrals (defined by a normal curve spanned by the mfw 
and the mfd). RGB features with surface areas equal or greater than that of the 
normal curve are accepted as valid semi-laminae and thus detected 
independently from the mfw value. 

  
 2) The Use-Area – triangle: calculates the area of ((mfw x mfd) / 2) and thus uses 

the surface area of a triangle defined by the values of mfw and mfd.   
 
 These functions improve the results, e.g. where thin and dark semi-laminae 

alternate with broad and bright semi-laminae. The RGB signal of the thin and dark 
semi-laminae has narrow RGB features of high amplitude. These are frequently 
overlooked using fixed mfw and mfd values, because the mfw is too low to accept 
as valid RGB features although the amplitude is remarkably high.  

  
The effect of the further tuning parameters on the fb-algorithm is described in Meyer 
et al. (2006).  
 
 
The result of the fb-calculation is a new vector layer which contains the lamina 
boundaries as suggested by the fb-algorithm. The suggested boundaries are 
alternating red and green dots. The new vector layer contains the LAM prefix and an 
abbreviation of the parameters used for the fb-calculation e.g.: 
vec_LAM_Min10_MinDepth30_AreaOn_NoiseRedOff_FeatSmooth1_Buffer5_RGB.  
 
For a new fb-calculation turn the old LAM-layer to invisible (layer handling see 
chapter 2). Set the vector layer with the original polyline to active and select the 
polyline itself. Run the fb-algorithm again. You can modify the fb-parameters and 
compare old and new results by turning the visibility of the LAM-layers on and off.  
 
 
You can adjust the suggested lamina boundaries with the vector operations: right 
tab bar: Lamina  delete node / move node / add node. More vector operations and 
an undelete function are found in the right tab bar: Vector Edit  
 
The adjusted lamina boundaries have to be recalculated before the result can 
be saved as an ASCII file: right tab bar: Lamina  recalculate. Choose the LAM 
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layer with the adjusted lamina boundaries from the pop-up list and specify the band 
and buffer size when you are prompted for. By default the band and buffer values are 
taken from the prior fb-calculation.  
 
The original Lam-layer is overwritten by the newly created Recalc layer and carries 
the Recalc-prefix in its file name e.g.:Recalc_vec_LAM_Min10_MinDepth30_ Area 
On_ NoiseRedOff_FeatSmooth1_Buffer5_RGB.   
 
The z-value in the ASCII file derives from the Band which is specified during this 
Recalc step is calculated as the mean grayscale or RGB intensity of all pixels which 
build up e.g. a high or a low semi lamina.  
 
 
(7) SAVE FINAL RESULTS AS AN ASCII FILE 
 
By selecting the Recalc layer from the layer tree window and opening the layer 
tree options with an right mouse click you can save the result as an Lamina ASCII 
file. During the saving process you will be prompted to specify the general growth 
direction. A value is already suggested in the dialog box. This value is the vector 
direction retrieved from the start and end point of the polyline. It is actually the 
direction along which the length of the no-data segments will be projected. The ASCII 
file format can be imported into any statistical software packages for further 
visualization and interpretation.    
 
The single columns in the ASCII file comprise:  
 
a)  ID: the id number of the polyline (vector)  
b)  Node: the number of the node (lamina boundary). You can display the node 

numbers for any polyline via the left tab bar: Settings  node number.  
c)  X: x value for the lamina boundary (node)   
d)  Y: y value for the lamina boundary (node) 
e)  Z: z-value and thus grayscale value (RGB, R, G, B or grayscale intensity 

value) for each semi-lamina (mean of all pixel values which are building up a 
semi-lamina) 

f)  Azimuth for each vector defined by two nodes (0 – 360 degree) 
g)  Len: length of each semi-lamina 
h)  Len-sum all: cummulative length of polyline (inlcuding semi-laminae, links and no-

data segments). 
i)  Len-sum without links: cummulative length inlcuding semi-laminae and no-

data segments but without link segments. This column thus corresponds to 
the depth or distance from top of your lamination sequence. Should be used 
as x-axis for plotting lamina-thickness or grayscale values versus depth.     

j)  Low semi-lamina: dark semi-laminae 
k) High semi-lamina: bright semi-laminae 
l)  Real lamina: dark+bright semi-laminae 
m) Lamina count: counts the real laminae from 1 to xy 
n)  Attributes: provides further details, e.g. for no-data segments the vector length 

and the estimated thickness (by projection along the growth direction) are given. 
The estimated thickness for no-data segments is used for the column i) “len-sum 
without links”.  
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(8) STITCHING IMAGES WITH THE WINGEOL LAMINATION TOOL 
 
The WinGeol Lamination Tool allows overlapping images to be analysed and thus 
stitching or merging of images is not always required.    
 
Workflow for importing and analysing overlapping grid data:   

1) Load grid no.1 (Main menue  Layer  load) & set cell size (see chapter 1) 
2) Load grid no. 2 (is now positioned directly above grid no. 1) & set cell size for 

grid no. 2  zoom to all (grid no. 1 & no. 2 should be visible) 
3) Move grid no. 2 (via move layer command see chapter 9) into right position   

 
Repeat this workflow for grid 3, 4 etc. 
Start lamination analysis (see chapter 2 onward). 
 
Nevertheless images can be merged within the Lamination Tool using the following 
workflow: Main menu  Tools  Merge Layers 
Select the first layer and the second layer you want to merge with each other. Using 
“fast merge” applies the nearest neighbour interpolation and within overlapping areas 
the average value of both datasets is taken. 
 
For very long lamination sequences where much more than ca. 5 images have to be 
stitched e.g. Adobe Photo Shop might be used as an alternative way for merging 
long image sequences efficiently.  
 
 
(9) FURTHER TIPS AND USEFUL FUNCTIONS 
 
1) Copy vector elements:  
You can copy vector elements from one layer into another with the function copy 
elements found in the lower left corner of the 2D workspace.  
 
2) Compress function: 
Vector elements and nodes which have been deleted are memorized in the software 
tool. The compress function (right tab bar: Vector Edit  compress) will thus dismiss 
these vector elements. Under some circumstances e.g. vector operations or 
displaying vectors are not working properly the compress function might be a useful 
workaround.  
The vector layer is compressed by default during the operation “display node 
numbers “ (left tab bar: Settings 1 – node numbers). 
 
3) Join vectors:  
With the join vector function  you can join single vectors into one long polyline: Select 
the first vector  right tab bar: Vector Edit  join vectors - click on the second vector 
you want to join with. Join the vectors in the same direction as the digitizing direction 
is running, that is: if the digitizing direction is from left to right, select the left vector 
first and join him with the right vector. This function might be useful where several 
polylines were used to analyze one long laminated sequence. By joining single 
polylines the whole laminated sequence can be exported as one single data file. 
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Joining vectors will produce an additional line-segment which actually links these two 
polylines. An additional semi-lamina would be introduced by joining two vectors via 
this line-segment and thus a node has to be removed and adjusted in order to assure 
the proper lamina succession.  
 
4) Split vectors:  
Available under right tab bar: Vector Edit  split  vectors. .Allows you to divide a long 
polyline into two shorter pieces by clicking on the segment where you want to split 
the polyline. 
 
6) Add text: Text can be added, moved and edited via the following workflow: 
Generate a text layer: Main menue – new layer – text layer; ensure that the text layer 
is active (in the layer tree view – right click on text layer – set active). Right tab bar: 
digitize – add text – click on the place where you want to place the text string. You 
can change the position of the text string via: move item (in the lower left corner of 
the workspace, below the layer tree view) – click on the text string and then on the 
new position. Edit the text string via: Right tab bar: Tools – change single value 
 
7) Displaying the node numbers for a polyline: select polyline you are interested 
in (ensure that the layer you are working on is set to active). Afterwards choose in the 
Left Tab bar: settings 1 – node numbers – select the layer which contains the 
selected polyline. To conceal the node numbers simply repeat this step once.  
 
8) Change the color of an element or an entire polyline: in the layer settings of the 
layer where your element is situated on  set the color options to element color. 
Right tab bar: Digitize  select color  change color and click on the element you 
want to color in a different way.  
 
Note: The color settings for a segment type (specified via right tab bar  Lamina  
Data, Link, NoDt, will always overrule the color settings done via the layer settings.  
 
9) Move layer: this command is found in the lower left corner of the work space. The 
active layer will be moved via the following workflow: The first click defines the 
starting point, the second click defines the end point of a vector. The selected layer 
will be displaced for the direction and amount of that vector.  
 
 
(10) FAQ 

 
1) Problem: it is impossible to select a polyline, especially if two or more polylines 

are drawn closely to each other.  
Solution 1: zoom out and select the polyline by clicking on a node of the 
polyline or at least in the vicinity of a node of the polyline you want to select.   
Solution 2: is the layer of the vector you want to select active? (see handling 
layers and layer settings). 

2) Problem: e.g. error message for new cell size: =0,0024 is not a valid floating 
point number!  
Solution: key in with a point (0.0024) instead of a comma (0,00244) 

3) Problem: selecting and modifying a vector is impossible or changes are not 
accepted by the program.   
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Solution: set the layer of which the vector is part of to active (layer tree view – 
right mouse click – set active).   

4) Problem: change segment type  error messages occur (access violation in 
address etc…).  
Possible solution: right tab bar – vector edit: compress (temporary memory of 
deleted vector elements is empty now). 

5)  Problem: evaluate function: gives unreasonable values (much too high / too 
low) or the same values for minimum and average feature width / depth. 
Solution 1: Has the polyline been properly finished (striking the space bar)? 
Solution 2: Repeat evaluation step. Problem nr 5) just appears occasionally 
and proper values are suggested with a second attempt. 

6)  Saving of large grid files takes time – please be patient!  
Solution: you can avoid this waiting time: 1. copy the jpgs into the folder where 
the proj will be saved via the windows explorer. 2. save the project into this 
folder by choosing “save all”. You will be asked if you like to overwrite the 
existing jpg files (answer no). Subsequently just the project file, the header 
and the vector files will be saved. Take care if the proper cell size is not yet 
defined (compare chapter 1). 
 

 
(11) SHORT CUTS  
 
Escape: interrupts zoom, move, digitize etc… modes 
 
F1: screen refresh 
 
F5:  digitize polyline 
F6:  append polyline 
F7:  move node 
F8:  add node 
F9:  segment type 
F10: delete polyline  
F11: delete node 
 
 
(12) TIPPS FOR WORKING WITH LAMINA DATA IN EXCEL 
 
1)  Importing Lam ASCII file into Excel: While importing the ASCII file into Excel 

ensure that comma separator is set properly (according to the settings of your 
operation system as a comma or point). The separator for thousand should be 
disabled (suspicion that otherwise empty cells are not imported as empty cells). 

 
2)  Take care upon correct formatting of your imported data sets in excel e.g:  
 
  decimal places are always defined as commas or points (according to your 

settings of the operation system). You can e.g. use Strg + H to find and replace 
characters in excel.  

 excel cells are correctly formatted as numbers and not as text (copy columns 
and paste special as numbers) 
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3)  After the ASCII export, the correctness of the whole lamination-sequence can be 
controled in Excel by looking at the columns which contain the thicknesses of the 
low- and high semi-laminae as well as the real-laminae thicknesses. The last 
Real-laminae in each data segment should not be split-up by no-data or link-
segments. If splitting occurs, a node and thus a lamina boundary is missing or in 
excess for that particular data segment and manual correction and repetition of 
the recalculation step with subsequent ASCII export is needed.  

 
4)  Once you´ve established the correct HL-HL-sequence in your excel spread sheet, 

get rid of all link-segments.  
 
5)  Empty cells (as in the semi-lamina columns) cause visualization problems in 

excel. In x-y diagrams empty cells are always plotted as 0 values and the lamina 
thickness curve for semi-lamina columns thus becomes unreadable. You can 
solve this problem by adding a column to your data set and number all lines from 
1 to x (produce a column with a running number) and produce a back-up of your 
data set. .  

 
For the high-semi laminas: Use a copy of your original data-set. Sort the whole data-
set by the high-semi lams. Delete all lines which are containing empty cells. Sort the 
whole data set again – but this time to re-establish the running number column 
(which should look like: 1, 3, 4 etc…).  You should end up with high-semi lamina 
column which contains thickness values only.  
 
Repeat this procedure for the low-semi lamina, real lamina and lamina count columns 
as well. Copy all columns together with the column length-sum without into a new 
excel spread sheet. Finished! 
 
 


